
The Fiefdoms of Gondor

The defense of Gondor’s fiefdoms were the responsibility of the 
respective lords of these territories. Their training, strength in nu-
mbers, and armaments varied from each fief (Lossarnach brought 
axemen to the aid of Minas Tirith while the men of Morthond 
Vale consisted of archers). The greatest of these fiefs was Dol 
Amroth, which brought forth the largest force to Minas Tirith, 
made up of men-at-arms and arguably the best cavalry in Middle 
Earth- the elite Swan Knights.

Gondor’s fleet at the time of the War of the Ring was docked at 
Pelargir. This port and the Anduin River was essential in the de-
fense of Minas Tirith. As made evident by the fiefdom’s dire need 
to defend their coasts and many rivers of Gondor, a majority of 
the fleet was concentrated at Pelargir. This fleet was destroyed 
when the Black Ships of Umbar attacked, enslaving many of 
Gondor’s sailors into the service of Mordor.



The Southern Fiefdoms:

The Southern fiefs consists of the regions of Belfalas, Harondor and 
Tol Falas. These regions have faced many raids of Harad and Umbar 
and have develloped a perfect resiliance against these enemies of Gon-
dor. It also counts as one of the richest region of Gondor

Strategy:

Stand a ground Strategy: The provinces like Tol Falas and Harondor have 
faces many attacks from both Harad and Umbar, and have defend their cities du-
ring long periods against them.

Unit:

The units from Southern Fiefdoms are specialized on guarding a zone

Dor-en-Ernil smiths: The Smith of Dor-en-Ernil uses warhammers to slay 

down the enemies of Dol Amroth in time of war.

Belfalas marksmen: the archers of Belfalas are the archers that shall pro-

tect Dol Amorth.

Harondor swordsmen: South Gondor, known in Sindarin as Harondor, was 

a disputed region south of Ithilien, between the rivers Poros and Harnen.

Tol Falas halberdiers: Tol Falas is an island that is the gondorian territory 

the most attacked by Haradrims.



The Western Fiefdoms:

The Western fiefs of Gondor like Anfalas and Pinath Gellin pro-
duce a lot of food for Gondor even if it is still less than Lebennin 
and Lossarnach but in the forests of Andrast lives most of all hun-
ters and lumbermen for there is almost no villages in Andrast.

Strategy:

Building protection Strategy: The Western coasts of Gondor are the 
perfect atreas to be attacked by the corsairs. The garrisons are few and all the men 
in this region are used to defend themselves when they see the black sails.

Unit:

The units from Western Fiefdoms are specialized on keep an eye on the buildings

Anfalas hammerers: The soldiers of Anfalas are well know for their ham-

mers.

Pinnath Gellin crossbowmen: The crossbowmen of pinath Gellin are 

well trained soldiers.

Andrast marksmen: The terrain of Andrast consisted of scattered woo-

dlands due to its climate.

Ras Morthil Watchmen: The watch of Ras Morthil are the men’s that 

watch at the most Western Point of Gondor.



The Northern Fiefdoms:

The forests of the Northern Fiefdoms are large and full of life, if 
most of the grain comes from Lossarnach and most of the fishs from 
Lebenin. It is from Lamedon that comes the beefs and pigs meat and 
from Tarlang and Morthond that comes the meat from hunted ani-
mals...

Strategy:

Unit:

Lamedon Clansmen: the Clansmen who hail from the foothills of the 

White Mountains are a brave and reckless people.

Morthond Archers: The Archers of the Blackroot Vale are ranked amongst 

the finest.

Ethring citywatch: Ethring was a major crossing point of the river Ringló, 

along the main road from Erech to Pelargir.

Tarlang swordsmen: in the hills of Tarlang lives strong men that are used 

to live a rude life.

Ambush Strategy: The terrain of the northern fiefdoms are really suitable 
for all kind of ambush, indeed the forests give a perfect cover to attack the ennemy 
before they know it

The units from Northern Fiefdoms are specialized on making an ambush



The Eastern Fiefdoms:

The Eastern fiefs also known as the granary of Gondor are the re-
gions of Lebenin and Lossarnach. Both provides food to Anorien, fishs  
from Lebenin can be seen in all the markets of Minas Tirith. In the 
other hand, Lossarnach provide most of the wheat and other fruits. 
It’s a really fertile region

Strategy:

Unit:

Lossarnach axemen: The stoic Axemen of Lossarnach wield broad-bladed 

axes instead of more conventional weapons.

Pelargir city guards: The Pelargir Swordsmen come to defend Gondor. 

They are master swordsmen who have sworn allegiance to the White Tree.

Lebenin Bowmen: If Lebenin is known for their fishermens more than they 

hunters, we can found some good archers on lebenin.

Linhir Trollbenders: The Trollbenders are specialized pikemen which have 

spent their entire lives training to slay monsters and now excel in the matter.

Reinforcement Strategy: The Eastern regions of Gondor are nearest re-
gions of Minas Tirith and the first to come if the city faces a threat, the poeple 
from Lebennin may even use ships to arrive faster to help the Capital

The units from Eastern Fiefdoms are specialized on reinforce fast an friendly army



Greater Gondor:

The Long time lost cities and regions of Gondor have been retake 
thanks to the strenght and the strategy of Boromir, but he cloudn’t 
go further than the fortress of Cirith Ungol where he posted a 
strong garrison of fierce men that shall keep a watch on the land 
of Mordor.

Unit:

Cirith Ungol First Defenders: The Deferenders of Cirith Ungol are the 

first protectioin of Gondor against Mordor and his legions.

Guards of the Star City: The Star City was once the jewel of the kingdom 

of Gondor. A place of light, and beauty, and music. 

Veterans of Cair Andros: Cair Andros, meaning «Ship of the Long-Foam,» 

and pronounced «cyre an-dros», was an island in the river Anduin.

Guards of the Moon: The Guards of the Moon, probably one of the most 

charismatic unit of Gondor.

Strategy:

Elite Strategy: The units from those cities are long trained soldiers that have 
seen many combats, they are imppressive in combat for they master their weapons 
like no others,...

The units from the Greater Gondor are all elite units that shall be avai-
lable only when Boromir has the ring



Defenders of their homes: the Anfalas soldiers are first of all the defen-

ders of their own homes

when near a house or a farm the units gain a bonus against all infantry (Passive ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Anfalas hammerers: The soldiers of Anfalas are well know 
for their hammers, in fact in Anfalas the men selected their weapons 
to be usable as a tool, it evolved to become a true war hammer that 
shall crush the bones of the enemy.

The Western Fiefdoms:



Long training: the pinath Gellin crossbowmen are trained since their 10th 

spring

when near any friendly building, the units shoots 10% faster (Passive ability)

classical effect of fire arrows

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Gondor lit their projectiles the night is 

all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Pinnath Gellin crossbowmen: The crossbowmen of 
pinath Gellin are well trained soldiers, in the green hills of their 
land they train themselves at the age of 10 to master the crossbows 
and to load the most quickly possible.



marksmen of the woods: the men of Andrast master either bows and 

swords

when near a building they are able to switch their weapons (Passive ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Andrast marksmen: The terrain of Andrast consisted of 
scattered woodlands due to its climate and the strong coasts winds 
that blow the region. The forests of pines are dark and the villages 
are spaced.



Watch of the last lighthouse: Ras Morthil is the last lighthouse of 

the Western Gondor and offers a good sight

when near a tower, the unit gain +30% line of sight (Passive ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Ras Morthil Watchmen: The watch of Ras Morthil 
are the men’s that watch at the most Western Point of Gondor, 
they are replaced every month by fresh mens of the country around. 
If there is not a lot of villages there is plenty of men that can keep 
this far point



Quick attacks: the clansmen are used to make quick but decisives attacks on 

the enemies

Structures and units which are targeted lose 20% armor for 10 seconds. (active ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Lamedon Clansmen: the Clansmen who hail from the 
foothills of the White Mountains are a brave and reckless people. 
Their ferocity makes them deadly skirmishers who can cause havoc 
amongst enemy lines with their long broadswords

The Northern Fiefdoms:



Ambush Formation: the archers of Morthond are well trained to make 

dreadful ambush on their enemies

The Archers are hidden in the trees (active ability)

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Morthond bowmen: The Archers of the Blackroot Vale 
are ranked amongst the finest shots in Middle-earth, able to find 
the weakest point in any creature’s hide. their lord Duinhir took 
500 bowmen to the Battle of the Pelennor Fields. With them went 
Duinhir’s sons, Derufin and Duilin, both of whom were trampled by 
the Mumakil in the defense of Minas Tirith.

classical effect of fire arrows

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Gondor lit their projectiles the night is 

all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.



City watch: If these men of Ethring are most of all a city watch that keep 

order on the city and arrest the burglers they have good eyes even in the woods

when clicked the units sight is 20% higher (active ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Ethring citywatch: Ethring was a major crossing point of 
the river Ringló, along the main road from Erech to Pelargir. Ara-
gorn and the Oathbreakers crossed the river here during the War of 
the Ring. And all the watch of the city joined the host to save Minas 
Tirith from the Mordor armies.



Attack from the forest: the swordsmen of Tarlang hides in the forest to 

deal great damages on their enemies

when in a forest the swordsmen are hidden and gain +25% attack and the bonus stay 10 se-
cond after leaving the forest

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Tarlang swordsmen: in the hills of Tarlang lives strong 
men that are used to live a rude life in forests and other difficult 
places. According to folklore, Tarlang belonged to a group of giants 
who in «ancient days» were building the White Mountains in order 
to prevent Men from entering the giants’ land close by the Sea.



Smith of Dol Amroth: The smith stop fighting and are requisitioned to 

craft weapons and armors

If they are not moving every 30 seconds they gain a bonus of 10% armor and attacks for 
them and nearby unitys (cumulative up to 5 times)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Dor-en-Ernil smiths: The Smith of Dor-en-Ernil uses wa-
rhammers to slay down the enemies of Dol Amroth in time of war, 
but in time of peace they are good smith that will provide great ar-
mors to the knights of Dol Amroth.

The Southern Fiefdoms:



Barrage: The archers of Belfalas have developed a strategy of barrage particu-

lary efficient.

when actived the unit can’t move during 30 second but slow down enemy units by 15% and 
shoot 15% faster (active ability)

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Belfalas marksmen: the archers of Belfalas are the archers 
that shall protect Dol Amorth if the city is under siege. Indeed Bel-
falas is under three command of the Prince of Dol Amorth. The 
Knights of Dol Armoth never mastered the bow even if some of their 
ancestors may have been elves, they never considered worthy of the 
chivalry

classical effect of fire arrows

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Gondor lit their projectiles the night is 

all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.



Ambush area: The swordsmen of Harondor will decide and prepare an area to 

attack more efficially their enemies

when clicked on a area the unit can’t move for 15 seconds to prepare the terrain where 
they and all other units of the shouthern fiefs shall get a bonus on their attacks of 15% 

(active ability)

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Harondor swordsmen: South Gondor, known in Sindarin 
as Harondor, was a disputed region south of Ithilien, between the ri-
vers Poros and Harnen. The Harad Road ran across South Gondor. Its 
climate was described as fluctuating between mild winters and very 
hot and dry summers. Ongoing wars led to the region’s downfall and 
by the end of the Third Age, Harondor was said to be a deserted land.



Tol Falas resilience: Known for their resilience, the halberdiers of Tol Falas 

will stand their ground whatever the price is

when clicked the units moves 75% slower but gain a bonus of 40% on their armor and resist 
to knockback that stay during 30 seconds

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Tol Falas halberdiers: Tol Falas is an island that is the 
gondorian territory the most attacked by Haradrims. Because of this, 
the gondorians that lives there count as the most resilient soldiers 
of Gondor. Some of them even become some of the tower guards of 
Minas Tirith.



Rush into the battle: When the axemen of Lossarnach go into battle they 

never do it by walking

They gain +25% damage and speed and knock their opponents to the ground. Left click on 
the icon then left click on target enemy.

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Lossarnach axemen: The stoic Axemen of Lossarnach wield 
broad-bladed axes instead of more conventional weapons. Although 
this seems strange to other warriors, it is believed this custom ori-
ginates from when the first lord of Lossarnach wielded the same 
weapon in defence of his liege.

The Eastern Fiefdoms:



Long training of marches:  the Pelargir units are trained to make long 

marches

While the unit far from enemy units they have a bonus of 30% speed

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Pelargir city guards: The Pelargir city guards come to de-
fend Gondor. They are master swordsmen who have sworn allegiance 
to the White Tree. And will make forced marches to come as fast as 
possible to help the capital of Gondor, Minas Tirith....



mass uprising: The archers of Lebenin are gather all around Lebenin and 

reunited on Pelargir

When clicked the unit moves 50% faster during 30 seconds

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Lebenin archers: If Lebenin is known for their fishermens 
more than they hunters, we can found some good archers on lebenin, 
they are called all around Lebenin to protect the capital of Lebenin, 
Pelargir

classical effect of fire arrows

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Gondor lit their projectiles the night is 

all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.



Trollbender Formation: The soldiers of Linhir have develloped a forma-

tion particulary efficient against the trolls.

The Trollbenders gain +50% armor against Monsters and are resistant to knock-back but 
lose 25% armor against all other units

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Linhir Trollbenders: The Trollbenders are specialized pike-
men which have spent their entire lives training to slay monsters 
and now excel in the matter. Their skill is now renowned, and they 
have come far from Linhir to help Gondor.



First Rampart of Gondor: All soldiers of Gondor recognize this armor, 

they know that without this experimented units gondor would fall

All soldiers around the defenders are immune to fear and a bonus on their attack and de-
fence of 10%

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Cirith Ungol First Defenders: The Deferenders of Ci-
rith Ungol are the first protectioin of Gondor against Mordor and 
his legions, his trolls and his allies. They are experimented warriors 
that uses fierce hammers

Greater Gondor:



Best archers of Gondor: These mens are the best archers among all gondor

archers near the guards levels up 25% faster

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Guards of the Star City: The Star City was once the 
jewel of the kingdom of Gondor. A place of light, and beauty, and 
music. And so it is once more thanks to the rule of Boromir the King. 
The Guards are experimented archers gathered from all around Gon-
dor even if most of them comes from either Morthond and Ithilien

classical effect of fire arrows

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Gondor lit their projectiles the night is 

all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.



Long Time veterans: These mens have seen many battles and wars against 

mordor but also easterlings and haradrims,...

The units spawn directly at level 5

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Veterans of Cair Andros: Cair Andros, meaning «Ship of 
the Long-Foam,» and pronounced «cyre an-dros», was an island in the 
river Anduin, resting nearly forty miles to the north of Osgiliath. 
And the soldiers in this Fortress are veterans that comes from all 
around Gondor



Most charismatic unit of Gondor: These units are the most inspiring 

units among all Gondor

All units near the guards of the Moon level up 20% and are resistent to terror

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of heavy armors

classical effect of banners

Banners: When the Banners of Gondor are flapping in the wind it gives hope 

to the nearby civilians that knows that the army has come to save them

Forged Blades: The forges of gondor produces the most renowned weapons 

on the human free folks.

Heavy Armors: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Power:

Upgrades:

Guards of the Moon: The Guards of the Moon, probably 
one of the most charismatic unit of Gondor, their armors shines 
under the light of the moon with a pure white light and the black 
clothes sewn with silver makes a perfect contrast between black and 
white.


